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Construction of the new Our Lady of the Angels
Mausoleum began in August 2004, and

is scheduled to be completed in May of 2005.
This new mausoleum has been designed as the

signature building for Our Lady of the Angels Catholic
Cemetery, opened by His Excellency Anthony F. Tonnos,

Bishop of Hamilton, in June of 2000.
The cemetery is located in upper Stoney Creek

on the Niagara Escarpment, and serves the Catholic
community of Stoney Creek and East Hamilton. The new

mausoleum will contain 1,134 casket spaces and 882
glass and marble niches. The structure was designed by
Young and Wright Architects of Toronto, a firm that has
recently designed a church for the Diocese of Hamilton.

Today, more than ever, the consumer is looking for memorialization
to pay tribute for a life once lived.

We, at C.M.C., believe that the consumer focuses on making
decisions when purchasing interment options by choosing the best
value for their hard earned dollar than ever before. We believe that
by creating the highest quality, unique innovative designs creating
highly marketable structures, we not only meet the consumer’s needs
but exceed their expectations for the ever changing memorialization
requirements.

In this latest issue of our bulletin, we are pleased to highlight
the uniqueness that C.M.C. brings to its clientele to reach new levels
of standards in the death care industry.

Luc Vallée
Director - Operations
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Founded in 1973  by three administrative councils, the Corporation
Mont-Marie now encompasses 7 parishes in the city of Lévis.

The cemetery, a 3,000,000 square foot oasis of green, is the resting
place of thousands of those who, during their lives, contributed to

the growth and development of the vibrant region we know today.

A first mausoleum-columbarium was built on the site in 1991
and offered the community 230 crypts and 1,181 niches.

Among the many touches that contribute to 
the structure’s remarkable beauty is the use

of white Statuario marble.
In 1993, the Corporation’s

administrative offices
were located in a new site

at the entrance to
the cemetery.

OUR LADY OF THE ANGELS MAUSOLEUM

CORPORATION MONT-MARIE, LÉVIS (QC)

The mausoleum’s exterior cladding is Arriscraft
concrete stone, and Tyndall stone quarried in
Manitoba; natural slate has been selected for
the peaked roof. Large aluminum windows and
skylights will allow much natural light creating a
bright interior. Crema Marfil will be used for crypt
fronts, accented with Rosa Zarci marble trims.
An elegant combination of ceramic and granite
tiles with broadloom carpet will dress the floors.

John O’Brien, Director of Catholic Cemeteries
of the Diocese of Hamilton stated “we are very
pleased in having the Carrier Team working
at the realization of this new intricate
mausoleum design”.

The Corporation is constantly striving to expand the exceptional
service it provides for its clients; in 2003 for instance, the
Corporation joined with the Coopérative Funéraire du Plateau
to build the Centre Funéraire d’Aubigny. The 9,000 square foot
Centre offers an extensive range of services focused on providing
dignity to the deceased and support to the family.

Finally, under the skillful direction of Mrs. Monique Morin,
the Corporation Mont-Marie recently entrusted C.M.C. with the
construction of an extension to link the new Funeral Centre to
the existing mausoleum. This addition now enables continuous
movement within the entire structure while incorporating a new
prestigious columbarium offering various cremation inventory
to the families they serve.

We thank the Corporation for the confidence and loyalty they
have shown C.M.C. over the past 14 years.
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Your partner in uniqueness and innovation.
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C.M.C. believes in building structures that stand
the test of time. C.M.C. constructs all their crypts

with poured-in-place concrete and their cremation
products are monolithically poured with

architectural precast with a true 12’’x12’’x12”
interior dimension to house two urns.

C.M.C. encourages its clients to design and build
projects with higher grade materials that will result

in lower maintenance issues over the years.

InnovationQuality
C.M.C. offers uniqueness and value

QUALITY

Master planning

TrendsTRENDS

With the ever changing interment trends, C.M.C. works closely
with its clients to design interment options to meet all its
families’ requests. With C.M.C.’s addition of corner glass niches
adjacent to full casket crypts, a couple can be memorialized
together when choosing two different interment options.
We also recommend including oversized crypts and baby crypts
within your mausoleum floor plan to consider all types of
interment situations.

Unique designUNIQUE DESIGN

Our design and sales team always considers our clients individual character within the cemetery.
At C.M.C. we pride ourselves in designing interment options that take on the architectural
character to enhance their surroundings within your cemetery but give the maximum amount
of marketability and choices to the families they serve.

The columbarium shown above offers four unique features for families to choose
from and with the six levels of niches available at different price increments, the
consumer receives several options in location, scale of economy pricing and feature
selection to offer cremation options for everyone’s personal taste.

MASTER PLANNING

C.M.C. always considers of the future when working with
their customers designing master plans for cremation
options by taking an idea to conception and converting
it to a realization. Ultimately we strive to creating a serene
and tranquil garden atmosphere enhancing various type
of cremation options for families to choose from for
generations to come.

INNOVATION

With cremation on the increase across North America, C.M.C.’s dedication
to meet the consumers’ expectation in value has led to enhance our
interior niche columbarium designs.

We recently redesigned our 1-1/2’’ anodized aluminum extrusion, upgraded
our bronze floral rosettes with security torx vandalism proof screws and
offer multiple materials for the interior of the niches such as anodized
aluminum shelving with various finishes for budget or weight load
constrictions and marble for enhanced aesthetic value. Also with
marketing in mind C.M.C. now offers 3/4’’ bevelled glass corner niches
to offer two sided viewing of an urn the family chooses to memorialize.

On timeON TIME

C.M.C.’s commitment to its clients is to honour their
schedule to deliver a project on budget and on time.

Calvary Mausoleum, located in Los Angeles, CA,
demonstrates our dedication to meet or exceed our
client’s expectations. The 4 storey building containing 
12,642 casket spaces was scheduled for a 24 month
completion date; C.M.C. came in 3 months early and
on budget.
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